
COMPLEMENTARY COURSE – HISTORY 

 

Programme Outcome 

The objective of studying history is to connect modern day life to past events. 

The analysis of past events provides context to modern day situations, borders 

and tensions. Also subtler objective of history is to learn the mistakes made in 

the past and try not to make them again. 

Programme Specific Outcomes  

➢ To stimulate the curiosity and interest of the students in history. 

➢ To teach the students important incidents and personalities behind our 

national movement. 

➢ To enable students to understand the present existing social, political, 

religious and economic conditions of the people. 

➢ To help students to prepare in the competitive exams. 

➢ To familiarize the students with the socio-economic and cultural heritage 

of India. 

Semester Course Code                    Paper Title 

I HIS1C01 India Under Colonial Rule and Early 

Resistances(1857-1885) 

II  HIS2C02 Indian National Movement- First 

Phase(1885-1917) 

III          HIS3C01 Indian National Movement- Gandhian 

Phase(1917-1947) 

IV          HIS4C01 Selected Themes in Contemporary 

India 

 

HIS1C01: INDIA UNDER COLONIAL RULE AND EARLY RESISTANCES 

(1857-1885) 

* To make understand students how British conquered India and made its 

colony. 

* To study major Indian resistances that British had to face in India. 

* To make awareness about various socio- religious movement of the 

country. 

HIS2C02: INDIAN NATIONAL MOVEMENT- FIRST PHASE (1885-1917) 



* To study about major political organizations that formed for the 

independence of the country before Indian National Congress 

* To understand about different phases of National movement 

HIS3C01: INDIAN NATIONAL MOVEMENT- GANDHIAN PHASE(1917-

1947) 

* To make familiarize students about Gandhian Ideology 

* To make understand about different national political movement that 

fought against British under the leadership of Gandhi 

* To study about major social and economic upliftment programme that 

introduced Gandhi in the country 

* To know about major critiques of Gandhi. 

HIS4C01: SELECTED THEMES IN CONTEMPORARY INDIA 

* To make general awareness about Indian constitution 

* To study about major economic development of the country after 

Independence and its impact on society. 

* To create a general awareness about communal politics and its secular 

response of the country. 

 

 


